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Scénario : Women’s Day (2) 

Worksheet 2 

 
 

 

 

B1- comprendre un documentaire lié à un aspect culturel et civilisationnel 

 

1. Which century has seen the development of women artists? 

□ 19
th

  □ 20
th

  □ 21
st

  

 

2. Which point of view is new? 

□ women from men’s point of view 

□ women from artists’ point of view 

□ women from women’s point of view 

 

3. Is Nan Goldin’s portrait true? 

□ yes; justify with one word from the video:…………………………… 

□ no; justify with one word from the video:……………………………. 

 

4. What had happened to her? 

□ she had been in a car accident 

□ she had been attacked and robbed  

□ she had been molested by her boyfriend 

 

5. What is the purpose of her work as an artist? 

□ denounce her aggressor 

□ denounce brutality against women 

□ denounce violence in today’s society 

 

6. From Tarzan to Rambo is part of a series about: 

□ popular representation of Black people 

□ racist representation of Black people 

□ normal representation of Black people 

 

7. Traditionally a Hollywood hero is: 

□ male  □ female 

□ White □ Black 

□ strong □ weak 

 

8. The woman on the piece of art is the artist herself: 

□ yes; justify with an extract from the video:…………………………… 

□ no; justify with an extract from the video:……………………………. 
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9. What is her purpose in this photograph? 

She adopts a variety of ……………………. expressions. In this one her eyes are wide open, like the 

golliwogs* on the left; one obvious example of a racist ………………………. Here she looks up mimicking* 

the drawings of ……………………. taken from cartoons. The ……………………………… between her and the 

drawings show how different ……………………………. people are from stereotypes. 

Golliwog: (noun) a DOLL (= a model of a person for a child to play with) made of cloth with a black 
face and short black hair, now often considered offensive to black people 
To mimick: (verb) to imitate 

 

10. Choose the best sentences for Self-portrait with knickers: 

□ she has a very masculine position, a defying look and tough clothes as a confrontation to people’s 

stereotypes about women 

□ her clothes are dark and serious, her look is hard because she disagrees with female 

representations 

□ she is wearing masculine clothes because she would have liked to be a boy 

 

11. The photograph is made of a contradiction between feminine and masculine elements. 

Identify those elements: 

FEMININE MASCULINE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. What does she want to denounce in Self-portrait with fried eggs? 

□ women as the ones always preparing food for the family 
□ women as sexual objects 
□ women as mother feeding babies 
 

13. What does she seem to say? 

It is …………………………… she is asking, “What are you staring at?” She ………………………. also be saying 

“I’m a woman and I’m ……………………… my breasts. ………….. this is all you see in me, 

………………………….. up.” 
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CONCLUSION:  

• Analysis idioms: match each one with the equivalent in French. Underline in red the idioms 

which are used for interpretation and in blue the ones used for description 

She uses … as subject matters …  A Son travail montre.. 

She uses … in her art …  B Elle relate 

She documents… …  C Ici… 

In this (photograph) we see… …  D Elle rend pour thème… 

Her work shows… …  E Elle utilise … comme sujet d’étude 

This is part of a series of works which looks 

at… 

…  F Cette oeuvre fait partie d’une série 

d’oeuvres qui  évoquent 

…is the heroin of this work …  G C’est comme si… 

She adopts… …  H Elle utilise … dans son travail 

Here… …  I … est l’héroine/ au centre de cette 

oeuvre 

Perhaps… …  J Votre regard est guidé vers… 

In another photograph… …  K Sur cette photo on peut voir… 

She is taking on the issue of… …  L Elle adopte… 

She manages to … …  M Peut-être que… 

Your eyes are drawn to… …  N On pourrait imaginer qu’elle dit 

que… 

It is as if… …  O Elle réussi à… 

She might be saying… …  P Dans une autre photo… 

 

• Which adjectives from the list below could you use to describe each photograph 

Absurd 

Aggressive 

Challenging 

Dark 

Direct 

Dramatic 

Evocative 

Feminine 

Funny 

Ironical 

Masculine 

Natural 

Polemical 

Powerful 

Provocative 

Realistic 

Representative 

Self-centered 

Serious 

Shocking 

Simple 

Strong 

True 

Violent 

 

 

• Visit the three websites below and pick up more facts about the artists: 

Nan Golding: 

http://apphotnum.free.fr

/N2B49.html 

 

Sonia Boyce: 

http://www.lesartistescontemporains.com

/Artistes/boyce.html 

 

Sarah Lucas: 

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki

/Sarah_Lucas 
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